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 2 ALARM

Auto Spider Wrap
Quicker installation with improved security

 ORDER CODE SAP CODE                   DESCRIPTION  CARTON QTY. 

 2ALARSWRPNDSM 9286629                2 Alarm Auto Spider - 60” AM (152.40 cm) Small Medallion   25

 2ALARSWRPRFSM 9286631                2 Alarm Auto Spider - 60” RF (152.40 cm) Small Medallion   25 

 2ALARSWRPNDCLM 9286632                2 Alarm Auto Spider - 60” AM (152.40 cm) Large Medallion   25

 2ALARSWRPRFCLM 9286633                2 Alarm Auto Spider - 60” RF (152.40 cm) Large Medallion   25

 2ALARSWRPNDCRM 9286634                2 Alarm Auto Spider - 60” AM (152.40 cm) w/ Cut Resistant Medallion  25

 2ALARSWRPRFCRM 9286635                2 Alarm Auto Spider - 60” RF (152.40 cm) w/ Cut Resistant Medallion  25 

Alpha’s single key solution to control high-theft

Alpha, the first to bring the concept 
of a security wrap to the market, 
continues to enhance the Spider 
Wrap™ with improved features such 
as a push button recoiler designed 
to improve application time by 50%. 
Ease of application has also been 
improved with the new auto-lock 
feature. The addition of an easy to 
wind, flip-up top produces a tighter fit 
providing you with improved security.

Alpha’s 2 Alarm Auto Spider offers 
improved security & ease of use!  

Available in AM and RF formats.

SUGGESTED APPLICATIONS:   

Ideal for medium to large packaged goods

Protected speaker 
minimizes defeat and 
produces a 95 Dba 
alarm (4x louder than 
competitive products)

Auto-lock feature for 
a quicker application

Auto-recoiler improves 
application & removal  

time by 50%

Red flashing LED & 
speaker grill provide a 
strong visual deterrent

High-security buckle 
includes increased wall 

thickness & durability 
 

- Available with a Cut 
Resistant Medallion

New internal  
clutch mechanism 

creates a tighter fit

Includes long lasting lithium battery 
for years of hassle-free operation

7-strand aircraft grade 
cable for tough protection


